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Cuura stated there should be a secret passage in the cellar… sure! And she wanted me to 
search  in  the  coals…  Yeah,  right…  look  at  her.  Miss  blackness  already  tried  to  find 
something…

Grimwald had less problems with the mess… And they found… the sewers 

Then there was the issue with a dwarf. Came into our house the dwarven way and wanted to 
see hands. After his rather impolite intrusion of our peaceful household I can only offer to put 
my fist  upon his nose if  he want to  see my hand.  Then someone gives Nethander away. 
Clearly satisfied with what he was after he left without a word. No way! I tried to stop him 
and get some answers out of him… but to no avail. He carried me to his inn … After a while  
he let a barber do his beard… At least I got some hairs from him now… can be useful 

Then there was the troll hunt… Well I am not too eager to join… but as it is a preemptive  
strike I will join to defend the people of this city… And to fight evil in general…

We join  a  patrol  of  the  flaming fist.  The  leader  asks  what  we can  individually… Good 
question… What can I do on a troll hunt… Well… everything or nothing… not the answer he  
is waiting for, I think… so I tell him I can scout. But really, what can I do… I can handle 
civilized situations by talking, seducing or even put a knife in one’s back… but what do I do 
against a troll? Or a group of trolls…

After a while we encounter a group of trolls… then things become complicated as they try to  
lure us in an ambush while we try to lure them in ours… 

Cuura  is  smashing  trolls  beyond regeneration  with  a  single  blows… Bits  of  troll  flying 
everywhere…

I try to find a spot where help is needed most… and discover a troll sneaking to someone’s 
rear… good! He’s mine! I slay it singlehandedly… an I proud?… yes I am… h'm… strange 
feeling…  

Some of the trolls wear expensive armor… good! Let’s go back to town and sell it! And 
report it as well of course…

Felina: wizard 3/rogue 4/cloacked dancer 4/favored soul 1
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